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SlipNOT® Non-Slip
Stainless Steel Flooring
Food and Beverage facilities utilize SlipNOT® slip resistant stainless steel products to
increase productivity and worker safety
while reducing injury and liability. SlipNOT®
products have a file hard surface that is over
55 on the Rockwell “C” scale and have a
bond strength of over 4000 psi. SlipNOT®
SlipNOT® slip resistant stainless steel plate
products are NSF registered and are curis 100% grit free.
rently used in food processing plants, cheese
plants, poultry processors and beverage plants among others. SlipNOT® products exceed
all requirements for ADA, OSHA, ASTM and ANSI.

SlipNOT® Stainless Steel products are used by
companies such as: Campbell Soup, Nestle,
Tropicana, Pillsbury, Kraft, Leprino Foods, and
Sara Lee among many other food processors
to keep workers safe and on their feet.
SlipNOT® non-slip products have over 2x the
load capacity of fiberglass flooring. These SlipNOT® stainless steel flooring in a cheese
products provide a long lasting, maintenance processing plant.
free, alternative to fiberglass products, while
withstanding the caustic enzyme environments that are found in many food processing
plants. SlipNOT® products can easily be cleaned by standard methods such as power washing and brushing.
SlipNOT® slip resistant products are available in stock sizes or can be manufactured and
fabricated to detailed print specifications. SlipNOT® products are easy to fabricate; they
can be sheared, welded, flame cut, torch cut, laser or water-jet cut, plasma cut, countersunk, drilled and punched for complete versatility both in the shop and field.
From floor plates, ladder rungs, stair treads, drains and mezzanines, SlipNOT® stainless
steel slip resistant products are the one time answer to dangerous situations in the wet and
slippery areas of food processing plants.
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T.D. Sawvel Company, Inc.
T.D. Sawvel designs and manufactures
high quality stainless steel equipment
and tooling to fill, lid, denest, seal or
variegate a wide variety of packaging
shapes, from one ounce to six gallons,
for use with many different products.
For over 30 years T.D. Sawvel has
worked in partnership with its customers
to identify best-case automated
packaging solutions to help customers
achieve their business objectives.
One of T.D. Sawvel’s major product
lines is designing and building scalefilling machines for liquid products,
either in single or dual head
configurations. Fully or semi-automatic
systems are available to provide the
widest range of solutions for customers’
filling needs. Automatic lidding and
denesting capabilities can be added to
fully automate any filling line. Both top
fill and subsurface fill are available in
semi-automatic and fully automatic
machines. These machines are suitable for packaging edible oils, fruit
flavorings, mayonnaise and dressings, syrups, and other products in containers
ranging from 1/2 gal. to 6-gal. sizes.
Another major focus for T.D. Sawvel is the expansion of their line of piston
depositors, which draw product from a hopper into a cylinder using a piston.
These machines are most often used for filling
batch ice cream, yogurt, potato salad, bean and
chip dips, and similar products. Our piston
depositors can accommodate package sizes ranging
from .8 oz. up to 128-oz. and are available in
tabletop, floor-stand or machine mounted
configuration. The piston filler allows the operator
infinite volume adjustment to achieve exact
weights, dependent on the product or cup size
being filled.

Contact:
SlipNOT® Metal Safety Flooring
2545 Beaufait St.
Detroit, MI 48207
Ph. 313-923-0400, 800-SLIPNOT
Fx. 313-923-4555
Website: www.slipnot.com
Email: info@slipnot.com
Women Owned: WBENC Certified Company
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Contact:
T.D. Sawvel
tollfree: 877.488.1816
phone: 763.479.4322.
URL: www.tdsawvel.com

